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1.0 Abstract

Nuklearna Elektrarna Krsko (NEK) decided to enhance the quality and scope of initial training of NEK
technical personnel, mainly in so called Phase 1 and 2 of training for licensed personnel. This training is a
prerequisite for further training on the ful] scope simulator for future operators and is also given to larger
number of engineers, working in different important areas where thorough knowledge of nuclear technology
and plant systems is required.
Due to that it was decided that plant specific Basic Principle Simulator (BPS) should be developed. The other
important reason for such decision was an indication that NEK specific full scope simulator will have to be
purchased. Based on that it was concluded that BPS should serve as a good opportunity to learn about the state
of the art approaches in the modeling area, to see in which direction development of software in conjunction
with state of the art hardware is going and in particular to the extent possible verify the existence of required
plant documentation in support BPS and later plant specific full scope simulator.
In this paper the scope of NEK BPS simulation, experience in initial data gathering, experience with know-how
transfer based on direct involvement of NEK and Izobrazevalni Center za Jedrsko Tehnologijo (ICJT)
personnel in modeling of instrumentation and control will be presented. Lessons learned, particularly in light
of coming project for NEK full scope simulator, will also be addressed. The future use of the BPS in the NEK
training programs will be described.
It can be concluded that due to very complex technology, phase approaches in training of key NEK technical
personnel, the development of NEK plant specific BPS is justifiable, regardless of the fact that NEK will also
obtain specific full scope simulator. It has to be pointed out that BPS can not be supplement for plant specific
full scope simulator, due to number of reasons discussed in the paper.

2.0 Introduction

The fact is that the use of different kinds of simulators for training and maintaining
competence to ensure safe, reliable operation of the nuclear power plants has become
standard through the world. Simulator training serves the goals of both safety and reliability,
and those two can not be treated separately. There are many documents (IAEA, NRC, INPO)
which recognize the importance of effective training in ensuring nuclear plant safety and
reliability. The IAEA International Safety Advisory Group (ISAG) in its 1988 Report
included among the basic safety principles for nuclear power plants also the different aspects
of adequate training. A highly competent operating and maintenance staff is the most
important component in the " defense in depth" for ensuring nuclear power plant safety and
protection of the public.
At NEK we are aware of the importance of the adequate training and its contribution to plant
safe and reliable operation. That is why we decided in the past that large number of technical
personnel shall go through the basic nuclear technology training, either through the short 10
weeks course or longer program (approximately one year) so called Phase 1 and Phase 2 of



1 training for licensed personnel. Both courses provide the students basic knowledge
the PWR technology and plant specific knowledge about the plant systems, operation

If procedures. During the past years it was recognized that this training could be improved
^introducing the plant specific basic simulator as additional tool and enhancement of the

mentioned courses and also a tool which can be used for the retraining of the licensed
3nnel in addition to the full scope simulator retraining which is still conducted abroad.

1.0 Types of simulator - plant specific Basic Principle Simulator (BPS)

In context of this paper we can divide simulators into three basic types:
a) Full scope simulator

It represents in real time the complete range of operation which can be performed from
the main control room and some selected plant areas (remote shutdown panels, etc.). A
full scope simulator replicates Main Control Room (MCR) and simulates the nuclear
steam supply system and the balance of plant systems based on a referenced plant,
including all major nuclear, conventional, service and safety plant systems. From the
hardware point of view it consists of the replica of the MCR, computer system and I/O
(input/output) interface which provide the communication between the computer and the
actual MCR hardware (panels, indicators, recorders, alarms,..).

b) Engineering simulator
An engineering simulator normally do not have any MCR hardware and due to that it also
does not need I/O. All Ihe communication between tine user and computer is done through
computer display. The other important difference towards the full scope simulator are the
code's used for the modeling the plant systems in particular the NSSS systems. Here the
real time versions of the best estimate, state of the art codes are used (for the price that
some specific transients are not running in real time - for example large LOCA). It is also
true that due to fast development of real time simulations many full scope simulator
vendors are able to provide a real time version of the full six equation best estimate codes
as of the shelf product.

c) Basic Principle Simulator
A basic principle simulator illustrates general concepts, demonstrating and displaying the
fundamental physical processes of the plant. This type of simulator also serves training
objectives such as providing an overview of plant behavior or a basic understanding of the
main operational modes. Such simulators may consist of complete primary and secondary
circuits, sometimes with the reduced number of loops or redundancies. The scope of
simulation focuses on the main systems where the auxiliary or supporting systems may be
neglected. The control room or panels very often have the fundamentally different design
in comparison with the conventional control room. Other types of basic principle
simulators may use video displays to illustrate fundamental processes such as neutron flux
distribution, core temperature profile, Xenon oscillations, etc.

NEK choice was to develop a plant specific BPS which means the following:
All the important plant systems shall be simulated either fully or just functionally (for
example the component cooling system is functionally simulated what means that the
system will behave ideally from the thermohydraulic point of view if the function
conditions will be met);
All the protection logic and control shall be plant specific with channel redundancy
(that means for example that all SG NR level indicators are simulated);
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Trainee shall have the capability to interact with the simulator through the systeml
flow diagrams and special displays - exact copy or replica of the portions of the MCBi
(DEH, reactor control); I
The core ID model should be able to accept cycle specific constants already used for
ID core model for old WATCH software application (crossections, two groun
diffusion constants, etc.) and be easily updatable from cycle to cycle;
The BOP systems shall be fully or functionally simulated as needed for performing
simulator evolutions as per normal, abnormal and emergency operating procedures.

4.0 Simulation scope and main features

The simulator will allow simulation of various plant conditions using normal operating
procedures ranging from depressurized cold shutdown, mid loop operation, operation with
reactor vessel open up to full power and vice versa. Besides normal operating conditions the
simulator will cover the abnormal and emergency operating conditions. The instructor will be
able to initiate either so called standard malfunction(s), which are systematically applicable to
all components (breakers, pumps, indicators, valves, etc.) and specific malfunctions such as:

Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR - up to 3 tubes),
Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCA up to 8" double ended break).
Steam Line Break (SLB) outside and inside containment,
Feedwater Line Break (FLB), •
Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS),
Loss of heat sink,
Loss of all AC power,
Reactivity accidents (rod drop, inadvertent dilution, rod withdrawal,..),
Loss of forced Coolant flow (partial, complete);

All the predefined external parameters (river temperature, RWST and BAT boron
concentration, etc.) and local actions (manual valves) will be controlled, and as necessary,
changed by the instructor. There will also be the capability to accelerate some physical
phenomena such as: plant heat-up and cool down (accelerate rate 8/1), xenon, iodine
(accelerate rate 60/1) and samarium concentrations (accelerate rate 600/1), decay heat after
shutdown (accelerate rate 60/1).
For the acceptance criteria for the factory acceptance tests the ANSI 3.5 standard will be used
(the same standard the is used for full scope simulators). For example this means that at the
steady state conditions the tolerance on the critical parameters shall be +/-!% of instalment
scale, etc.
The instructor station will have all the standard capabilities such as: RUN, FREEZE, STOP,
SNAPSHOT, REPLAY, EXERCISES, etc.

5.0 Software models and modeling tools

For the simulation of primary system together with steam generators and steam header, the
vendor (developed by CEA and Corys) proprietary code DRAC is used (1). DRAC is a five
equation two phase flow real time code. Two mass and two energy balance equations are
solved at each node and one momentum equation for mixture of liquid and steam at each
junction between nodes. These five equations are completed with a drift flux correlation
allowing for counter current flow and flooding models. It also allows the mid loop operation
and to model the impact of noncondensable gas of two phase mixture in primary system.
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incondensable gas can be introduced into each node and is transported with the vapor phase
jLjghout the primary system. DRAC models are based on French best-estimate code
IfHARE. The nodalization scheme of NEK BPS is shown in Table 1.
fc-r.'

Table 1. DRAC nodalization of NEK BPS

System portion

REACTOR VESSEL
downcomer

lower plenum

core

upper plenum

dome

bypass

LOOPS
hot legs

intermediate legs

cold legs

STEAM GENERA TORS (2)
inlet/outlet chambers

tubes

secondary side - water

secondary side - steam

PRESSURIZER
vessel

surge line

TOTAL

Number of nodes

2

1

10

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

4

4

2

4

2

Total

16

12

24

6

58

The nodalization of the DRAC was done based on NEK technical report NEK ESD TR 13/95
"NEK RELAP 5/mod2 Nodalization Notebook".

For modeling of other systems (except thermohydraulic model of primary system and
neutronic core model) a CAD type graphic package is used. The graphic package allows the
user to build the model by drawing the diagram of the system from an object library.

Controlix - a CAD type graphic package that allows the user to build the model from
an object library by drawing the logic and control loops of the system. For NEK the
plant specific library was developed and is composed of a large number of typical
control logic (AND, OR gates, flip flops,..) or analog (PID controllers, summers,..)
objects.
Hydraulix - The library consists of a large number of typical objects; link type
(pipes, pumps,..) of the node type (fixed volume, pressurized variable volume,..) and
of the limit condition type of objects (atmospheric tank,..);
Electrix - The library is composed of a large number of the elements type (beakers,
cables, power lines, transformers, AD/DC converters, of the node type (buses), of
the border type (generators,..) and of the limit condition type objects.

Beside the graphic packages or modeling tools described above the simulator software
consists of several other types of tools that allow easier maintenance and easier configuration
control of the simulator. Such tools are:
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6.0

Modelix for integration of the Hydraulic, Electrix and Controlix models into one
single module;
Cortex - real time database manager;
Dro - for creation and animation of interactive displays - images, graphical man-
machine interface (for instructor and operator station);
Archinfo - tool for integration of the simulator (simulator software configuration
construction, simulator communication configuration, system supervision in
operation);

Hardware

The NEK specific Basic Principle Simulator is built around an Ethernet line network with the
following main hardware items (see Fig. 1):

• instructor station responsible for running the real time executables together with all the
functions available to the instructor to conduct the training sessions (SUN SS20,
2xRISC 32-bits 50 MHz processor, 64 Mb memory, 10 Mb/s Ethernet controller, 20"
monitor, 1.05 Gb internal disk)

• operator station responsible for support of man machine interface (communication with
the trainee (SUN SS5, RISC 32-bits 110 MHz processor, 64 Mb memory, 10 Mb/s
Ethernet controller, three 20" monitors, 1.05 Gb internal disk)

Instructor Station 20"

Operater screen 1 Operater screen 2 Operater screen 3
20" 20" 20"

Instructor CPU
Sun Risk SS20

64Mb RAM

Printer Operator CPU
Sun SS5

64MB RAM

7.0

Fig.l Hardware layout

NEK and ICJT participation - knowledge transfer

J

NEK and ICJT (Training Center for Nuclear Technology) involvement started at the
beginning of the project with the: scope definition, display definition and data collection
phase. It has to be noted that for this phase there are two possibilities: either to give the raw
data (manuals, drawings, etc..) or to prepare and give the extracted data in the form prepared
for the direct input to the models. NEK decision was to take the second approach due to the
following reasons:

significant price reduction (less work for the vendor);
to go through the available documentation at the site and see in which areas we might
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expect problems during the data collection phase for the full scope simulator;
to assure that the correct data will be used to model NPP Kr©ko (our engineers are
familiar with the technology, plant systems, procedures and documentation);

^ amount of man hours spent on this task was for a factor 3 times higher that initially
. The very important outcome is the set of already prepared data and also the

If^ognition where we will have significant problems in getting required data for the full scope
«niulator (vendor manuals are mostly generic and were not customized for NEK).

Our second large involvement was in the modeling phase after we had substantial discussions
With the vendor engineers on the subject of control and logic, and when we recognized that it
will be the best for the project if we are taking over the modeling of all the control and logic,
since this is very plant specific (this task requires the detail knowledge of the plant drawings,
elementary wiring and logic diagrams). We were also aware of the fact that this is the best
way for knowledge transfer and is also a kind of the on the job training. As a prerequisite the
training on using the Cotrolix tool was conducted at the NEK site by the vendor personnel.
After that four engineer months were spent on the modeling of control and logic and over
500 Controlix pages were generated.

g.O Lessons learned

As it was clear at the time of the beginning of this project (BPS), that in the scope of steam
generators replacement NEK will obtain plant specific full scope simulator the following
additional side objectives for the conducting of the BPS project were established:

a) Review the state of the art modeling tools available at the market (as different vendor
property software) for three main areas: thermohydraulic, control and logic, and
electrical;

b) Review the status of the real time versions of the best estimate codes and their use in
the simulation of the nuclear steam supply systems (NSSS) of the full scope
simulators (real time versions of RELAP, CATHARE, etc.);

c) Practical review the NEK capability of be able to provide plant specific data and
documentation as an inputs to the modeling - verify existence and traceability of
component data (valves, pumps,...);

d) Review the state of the art approaches and codes used for the simulation of beyond
design accidents - severe accidents;

e) Practically see what is the minimum level of participation of NEK engineers to assure
that all plant specifics are correctly reflected in the models and that all necessary
knowledge is transferred (the knowledge that will assure the minimum NEK
independence in the future);

f) Review the advantage and disadvantages of different approaches in so called
Configuration Management System (CMS), which assures that all the plant input
documents (drawings, manuals, ..) are linked to the particular basic modules of the
models. The existence of the sophisticated CMS together with good modeling tools
assures that the simulator will be kept under strict configuration control during its
exploitation.

g) Review the current status regarding the computer platforms used in latest projects by
different vendors and to check whether or not the option with PC and Windows NT
instead on a large mainframe is feasible.

Now when a BPS project is almost at the end we can state that all side objectives are meet
and that the main findings are as follows. From the effective knowledge transfer point of
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view and in particular from the future incorporation of plant modifications into the
models it is of essential importance that for the future NEK full scope simulator the
vendor will have in place efficient and user friendly modeling tools (model ers
developed on first principles. Such tools assures high productivity, automatic documental
and low cost maintenance.
Review the status of the incorporation of the real time versions of the best estimate cooV
such as CATHARE or RELAP into the full scope simulator shows, that there are several
applications of RELAP for the full scope simulators (USA only). All of them have some
serious problems running some specific scenarios (mid loop operation and large LOCAs)
There will be first simulator finished in French this year using the real time version of
CATHARE code. The obvious conclusion is that there is still some risk connected with this
approach, with the clear benefit to have licensing consistent (if the best estimate codes will be
used for the uprate licensing analyses), best estimate full scope simulator.
During last year and in particular during the preparation of the Data package for the BPS we
became aware that we will have problems in providing - collecting plant specific data for
certain components because the vendor manuals are in many cases generic. It is evident that
data from such manuals will have to be supported with additional data, obtainable from
different other plant sources (as applicable for equipment installed at NEK), like maintenance
records, etc.
For the beyond design accident we learned that there are just two possibilities either parallel
running of severe accident codes such as MAAP 4 is or modification - enhancement of the
models used in the code used for simulation of the primary system and containment. The
requirement that the simulator should serve also for the emergency drills (simulating the
severe accidents) is relatively new and there are only few such applications in the world.
We also learned that the continuous participation of NEK engineers (at least 4 engineers
during the modeling and integration phase) is absolutely needed due to following main
reasons:

a) to assure that NEK specific situation will be simulated (to assure that vendor modeling
engineers will use and interpret the data right);

b) to assure effective knowledge transfer by which we will assure future independence in
maintaining simulator (implementing the plant modifications also in the simulator
models);

c) to avoid to many deviation reports during the acceptance tests by on line solving all
the information action requests.

Finally one of the important lessons learned is also the requirement that the vendor for full
scope simulator shall have in place efficient and powerful Configuration Management Control
System which will assure linking all the source documents to the models as well as the
tracking the modifications after the data freeze date and efficient Software Configuration
Control after delivery of the simulator.
Regarding the computer platforms we learned that there are already some simulators that
replaced the old large mainframes with the PCs (Vermont Yankee). At the same time we
recognized that this option is from the price and technical perspective more interesting for
relatively old simulators, where they are doing the computer rehosting (large maintenance
costs with old computers and old, sometimes simplified models which are not so computer
power demanding). For the new simulators this option is less interesting since new objeci
oriented tools as well as more sophisticated models require computer power that PC car
hardly provide (Pentium quad processors). On the other hand the mainframes price is goin|
down. We also learned that large simulator vendors have not yet ported their software to rur
on PC under Windows NT. The option with the proven UNIX based computer platforn
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to be at the present moment the best choice.

3j Q Utilization of BPS for Training

To serve the primary objective, support of initial training for technical personnel, the
simulator will be located at training center ICJT, where the courses, mentioned at the
beginning are currently conducted.
Effective graphical presentation of the systems and physical phenomena will assure better and
easier understanding and thus enhancing learning process.
In the area of fundamentals, specifically in the area of core physics, and thermohydraulics,
demonstrations will be prepared and conducted instead of table top exercises to support
classroom presentations. When learning plant systems and operation, the demonstrations will
allow students to follow key plant parameters and exercise plant maneuvering, thus getting
insight and feeling of integral plant behavior . To support learning process, the BPS man-
machine interface is designed similarly to plant documentation. It is also important to note
that some features are included in BPS which will enable plant specific training. Example of
such is simulation of DEH (Digital Electro Hydraulic turbine control system). The simulator
will also be useful for training of equipment operators. Example of such is training of
electrical equipment operator who will be able to practice diesel generator operation and
synchronization of main generator or diesel generator to the grid. As the BPS will have plant
specific models and some areas simulation will be quite comprehensive, the BPS will be
suitable for demonstrations during retraining of licensed personnel.

10.0 Conclusion

The BPS project started when it was still not clear if full scope simulator will be
purchased. This situation requested specific definition of objectives for BPS. The goal at
that time was to obtain specific simulation device which will be plant specific, cost
effective, will incorporate specific features (DEH), will enable some specific training for
equipment operators, will be useful even after full scope simulator will be built, will be
complex enough to get good experience for envisaged full scope simulator project and
not too manpower demanding during fabrication.
Consistently with the goals above, there are benefits of this project in addition to the
value, the BPS will represent as a training device. The involnement of the plant
personnel in BPS project and preparation for utilisation of BPS will enable use of this
experience in NPP Krsko full scope simulator project: modelling, software tools, data
requirements, preparation for cooperation, verification of the quality of plant data,
completeness of the documentation.
Effective utilization of the BPS will assure better understanding and increased knowledge
level of trainees during initial training, support retraining and introduce training in the areas
where it was not available in suitable form before.
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